In this work we consider the regularization of a supervised learning problem by partial differential equations (PDEs) and derive error bounds for the obtained approximation in terms of a PDE error term and a data error term. Assuming that the target function satisfies an unknown PDE, the PDE error term quantifies how well this PDE is approximated by the auxiliary PDE used for regularization. It is shown that this error term decreases if more data is provided. The data error term quantifies the accuracy of the given data. Furthermore, the PDE-regularized learning problem is discretized by generalized Galerkin discretizations solving the associated minimization problem in subsets of the infinite dimensional functions space, which are not necessarily subspaces. For such discretizations an error bound in terms of the PDE error, the data error, and a best approximation error is derived.
Introduction
The problem of learning an unknown function u ∶ Ω → R is one of the central problems in the field of machine learning. A classical ansatz is to minimize the risk functional u ↦ Ω −1ˆΩ L(ũ(x), u(x)) dx in some ansatz set V h for a loss functional L ∶ R 2 → R. In case of a quadratic loss functional this leads to an L 2 (Ω)-best-approximation problem for u in V h ⊂ L 2 (Ω).
Solving this problem in general requires complete knowledge of u ∈ L 2 (Ω). In practice the available data on u is often incomplete. A classical example of incomplete data is a finite set of known point data (p 1 , u(p 1 )), . . . , (p m , u(p m )) for a continuous function u. In this case, instead of minimizing the risk, one often considers the problem of empirical risk minimization given byũ
problem in V h can be written as
withũ h = Φ(W * ). The minimizer W * is often approximated using stochastic gradient-type algorithms. While this approach has been used with reasonable success in practice, its theoretical understanding is still in its infancy. The central question is, if the total error, i.e. the differenceũ h − u of the computed approximation and the target function can be controlled. When analyzing this error, several aspects have to be taken into account.
Learning: Here the question is if we can control the error made by the algebraic solution method, e.g. stochastic gradient descent. If the algebraic error W −W * of a computed approximate parameter set W can be controlled, local Lipschitz continuity of the parametrization Φ allows to control the induced error Φ(W ) − Φ(W * ) of the associated functions. A major obstacle for an error analysis is, that the learning problem (2) is in general nonconvex and may have multiple global or local minimizers, saddle points, or plateaus. One direction to target this problem is to characterize network architectures, where local optimality implies global optimality or at least plateaus (see, e.g., [11] , [27] and the references therein). Another direction is to interpret a (stochastic) gradient flow for shallow neural networks as evolution of an interacting particle system which allows to relate long time limits (i.e. stationary points) and the many particle limit [25] . In the present paper we do not consider this aspect and concentrate on the analysis of global minimizers.
Expressivity: This centers around the question of how well u can be approximated in V h ? Starting from early results on universal approximation properties of neural networks (see, e.g. [5, 22] ) there was significant recent progress on deriving best approximation error and expressivity bounds for deep neural networks [1, 2, 7, 9, 10, 20, 21, 26, 28] . An additional question is, to which extend it is possible to realize the theoretically derived best approximation error by solving the learning problem. Despite its importance this question is largely unexplored which is rooted in the fact that it can hardly be answered due to ill-posedness in case of incomplete data. In the present paper we will address this question by regularizing the problem and proving discretization error bounds for the minimizerũ h in terms of the best approximation error for u in V h .
Generalization: This addresses the question if the trained function generalizes from the training data to other input data. In mathematical terms this leads to the question of how well the computed functionũ h can approximate u on Ω given incomplete data at some points {p 1 , . . . , p m } ⫋ Ω. This question is often discussed in a statistical setting considering the input data as randomly drawn samples. In the present paper we will take a deterministic perspective and are interested in error bounds forũ h − u in terms of the amount of provided data. Again such bounds can in general not be derived due to ill-posedness, which we will address by a regularization of the problem.
The fact that it is hard to derive error bounds-even for global minimizers of the learning problem-is deeply related to the fact that problem (1) which only incorporates incomplete data is in general ill-posed leading to severe artifacts. For example, if the ansatz set V h is 'large' in comparison to the available amount of data, one observes so called overfitting, wherẽ u matches u nicely in the points p i but fails to provide a reasonable approximation in other parts of Ω. This is in fact a consequence of ill-posedness 1 . A common technique to reduce such artifacts is to introduce regularization terms for W . However, it is unclear how the influence of such regularization on the error Φ(W * ) − u =ũ h − u with respect to the L 2 (Ω)norm could be analyzed. Another obstacle in deriving error bounds forũ h − u is, that it is unclear, how to understand (1) as discretization of a continuous problem and thus how such a discretization and the influence of incomplete data could be analyzed. In the present paper we target these questions by introducing regularizations of the learning problem by partial differential equations (PDEs). This is based on the assumption that additional knowledge on the process generating the data or at least on the smoothness of u is available. Using such regularizations we derive a framework which allows to prove error bounds forũ h − u that quantify the effect of incomplete data and relate the discretization error in nonlinear ansatz spaces (like neural networks) to their approximation properties.
Due to their approximation power, neural networks have already been proposed for the solution of partial different equations (PDEs). In [4] the authors introduce the deep Ritz method which approximates the solution of a variational formulation of a PDE using discretization by deep neural networks. In contrast to (2) this approach minimizes the Dirichlet energy associated to the PDE in the nonlinear neural network space using a simple penalty approach for essential boundary data. As a variant, it was proposed to minimize the consistent penalty formulation from Nitsche's method using a heuristic penalty parameter [17] . While error bounds for both methods are unknown so far a convergence result based on Γ-convergence was recently derived [18] . A different approach was taken in [23] , where the authors introduce so called physics informed neural networks (PINNs) which are trained using a collocation least squares functional. This ansatz is extended in [24] where, additionally to the PDE, point data of the target function is incorporated. Replacing collocation by a least squares Petrov-Galerkin ansatz leads to the variational PINN approach considered in [14] . It has also been highlighted that a neural network ansatz is especially promising for high-dimensional PDEs [4, 12, 9, 17] . Other uses of neural networks in the context of PDEs e.g. include reduced basis methods for parametrized problems [16] .
Our contribution: In the present paper we will in general assume that u solves an elliptic PDE which is not known exactly. Since we cannot use the unknown exact PDE, an inexact auxiliary PDE is used to regularize the problem. Furthermore, to make the problem wellposed in a Lebesgue-and Sobolev-space setting, we first replace the point data u(p i ) by local averages
is the Dirichlet energy associated to the elliptic auxiliary PDE and δ > 0 is a regularization parameter that balances the data and PDE term. The main result of the paper is an error bound of the form
Here R is a constants that can be decreased by adding more data and E pde quantifies the error induced by using an inexact auxiliary PDE. Hence the accuracy ofũ can be improved by 1 This can be easily explained in the case of approximation by polynomials V h = Pn of degree n. If n = m − 1, then the resultingũ is exactly the interpolation polynomial which in general exhibits severe over-and undershoots. If n ≥ m then there is no unique solution and one can add an oscillatory polynomial of degree n with arbitrary amplitude to the interpolation polynomial leading to uncontrollably large errors. either providing more data or by improving the exactness of the auxiliary PDE. In a second step we treat the case of given point values u(p i ) by considering u(p i ) as an inexact variant of ffl B i u. Assuming λ-Hölder-continuity of u we can control the additional error by an error bound
where r can again be decreased by adding more data.
Finally, using a nonlinear Céa-Lemma, we derive a bound
for the case of a generalized Galerkin discretization whereũ h is computed by minimizing in a subset V h of V . A variant for inexact minimizers is also presented. Since the result allows for non-subspace subsets V h ⊂ V , it is in principle applicable to nonlinear approximation schemes like neural networks. Inserting known approximation error bounds (e.g. from [10] ) on the right hand side, this leads to a discretization error bound for neural network discretizations under the assumption that a global minimizer can be computed, or, that the algebraic energy error can be controlled. While the latter can in general not be guaranteed, the derived results open a new perspective for an error analysis of neural networks. For example, the same arguments can be used to provide a-priori error bounds for the deep Ritz method [4] for Neumann problems with exact (or controlled inexact) global minimizers which allows to quantify recent convergence results [18] . The paper is organized as follows: First the PDE-regularized learning problem is introduced and its well-posedness is discussed in Section 2. Then an L 2 (Ω) error bound forũ−u is derived in Section 3 in the infinite dimensional case. This section also discussed the quasi-optimality of the derived error bound for a pure data fitting problem without a-priori knowledge on the PDE. The generalized Galerkin discretization in subsets V h is introduced and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, the theoretical findings are illustrated by numerical experiments with finite element and neural network discretizations in Section 5.
Problem setting
2.1. Exact and inexact auxiliary PDEs. We are interested in approximating a function u ∶ Ω → R on a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R d with Lipschitz boundary. Throughout the paper we make the assumption that u solves an elliptic partial differential equation (PDE) given in terms of a variational equation
and ∈ V * given by
for some f ∈ L 2 (Ω). The subspace V is chosen such that a(⋅, ⋅) is coercive on V . Then (3) has a unique solution u ∈ V by the Lax-Milgram theorem. The basic assumption we will make is, that the PDE is not known exactly, that is, the exact functions α, σ, are unknown. Instead we will consider an inexact auxiliary PDE induced by a guess for α, σ, and f . The auxiliary PDE is given in terms a bilinear form
and a functional˜ ∈ V * given by˜
PDE-regularized learning problem.
To computeũ we will not just solveã(ũ, ⋅)−˜ = 0 but combine this PDE with the given (possibly inexact) local data on u. To this end we assume that the data is given in terms of local average values of u on open, nonempty subsets B i ⊂ Ω for i = 1, . . . , m. We will also assume that the sets B i can be extended to form a covering of Ω in the sense that for each B i there is a convex set K i with Lipschitz boundary and
The maximal overlap and the maximal diameter of the families (B i ) and (K i ) given by
will be used to quantify errors later on. In the following we will use the notation
dx for the average of v over a bounded set U . Using a regularization parameter δ > 0 we define define the augmented auxiliary formsc
with the bilinear form b(⋅, ⋅) and the possibly inexact data term b(u,
This data term can be viewed as an approximation of b(u, v) which becomes exact for b i = ffl B i u. Using this notation we introduce the PDE-regularized learning problem
for the functional
Using standard arguments we see, that this quadratic minimization problem is equivalent tõ
Analogously to (7) we can define the augmented exact problem
for the exact augmented forms
It is straight forward to show that (8) is equivalent to (3).
2.3.
Well-posedness by PDE-based regularization. We now discuss well-posedness of the PDE-regularized learning problem. For convenience we will denote the semi-
. Using this notation it is clear that
The following lemma shows that the weighting of the terms in b(⋅, ⋅) is natural in the sense that it guarantee that ⋅ b scales like ⋅ L 2 (Ω) .
Proof. Let v, w ∈ L 2 (Ω). We first note that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives
Using this estimate and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in R m we get
Despite this upper bound, a pure data fitting problem
is not coercive, or, equivalently, ⋅ b cannot be bounded from below by ⋅ L 2 (Ω) . Due to the finite rank m of b(⋅, ⋅), the same is true whenever minimization is considered in a space with dimension larger then m. Thanks to the PDE-regularization, the situation is different for the PDE-regularized problem (5) .
The PDE-regularized problem (5) or, equivalently, (7) has a unique solutioñ u ∈ V which depends Lipschitz-continuously on the provided data b 1 , . . . , b m .
Proof. By the lower bound onα we obtain
Furthermore b(⋅, ⋅) is coercive on the space of constant functions. Hence coercivity ofc on H 1 (Ω) follows from the Poincaré inequality (see [6, Proposition 2] ). Furthermore the upper bounds onα andσ and Lemma 1 imply continuity and thus ellipticity ofc(⋅, ⋅) on V . Finally, we get continuity of b(u, ⋅) and thusr(⋅) similar to the proof of Lemma 1 such that the Lax-Milgram theorem guarantees existence of a unique solutionũ ∈ V of (7) . Lipschitz continuous dependency on b 1 , . . . , b m follows from standard arguments for linear elliptic problems.
3. Error bounds for PDE-regularized learning 3.1. Localized Poincaré inequality and improved L 2 (Ω)-coercivity. A central ingredient in the error estimates shown later is the L 2 (Ω)-coercivity ofc(⋅, ⋅). In the proof of Proposition 1 we have seen, thatc(⋅, ⋅) inherits coercivity with respect to the H 1 (Ω)-and L 2 (Ω)-norm fromã(⋅, ⋅). However, the coercivity constants are independent of the data term. In this section we will show an improved L 2 (Ω)-coercivity by applying localized Poincaré estimates. First we remind the classical Poincaré inequality on convex domains.
In fact the constant C U given here is the best possible one depending only on the domain diameter. A proof can be found in [19] . As a direct consequence we get the following estimate.
It is also possible to get bounds involving just averages over subsets, at the price of an additional constant. An abstract prove has been given in [6] . Since we are interested in the resulting constants we will give an explicit proof here.
and especially (using t = 1)
Finally we get the assertion by using Lemma 2.
Note that using the optimal value for t the constant 3 can be slightly improved to 1 + ϕ < 3 with the golden ratio ϕ = 1 2 (1 + √ 5). Next we apply Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 locally to show a data dependent global Poincaré type estimate. To unify both estimates we encode the maximal mismatch of B i and K i in terms of the constant
Using the fact that each part of Ω is a most covered M -times by the sets B i we get the assertion.
The right hand side in the estimate of Lemma 5 almost coincides withc(v, v). The following lemma balances the constants to finally derive an L 2 (Ω)-coercivity ofc(⋅, ⋅).
Proof. Using Lemma 5, positive definiteness of √σ
In the following the relation of δ and the constant from Lemma 5 will play a crucial role. In the simplest case we would have
such that the constant in Lemma 6 reduces to Γ = ηδ. Since this constant may not be known exactly we quantify the relation by assuming that
for θ ∈ (0, 1]. Note that by δ ∈ (0, ∞) such a θ = (0, 1) does always exist. Using this assumption we obtain the following bounds on Γ
3.2. Error analysis. Now we show an estimate for the error u −ũ in the L 2 (Ω)-norm. Theorem 1. Let u andũ be the solutions of (3) and (7), respectively. Furthermore assume that˜ −ã(u, ⋅) ∈ L 2 (Ω). Then we have with Γ from Lemma 6
and, using θ from (11),
with the PDE and data error terms
Proof. Testing (7) withũ − u and subtractingc(u,ũ − u) yields
where we used the L 2 (Ω)-coercivity from Lemma 6 for the last estimate. Dividing by ũ − u c and using Lemma 6 again to bound the left hand side, we obtain (13) . Estimate (14) is obtained by using the bounds on Γ from (12) .
It should be noted that the residual˜ −ã(u, ⋅) is zero if the PDE is exact. Hence E pde quantifies the error induced by the inexact PDE. If the data points provide a more fine grained covering of Ω, then R is decreased. In this sense, the PDE error can be reduced by adding more data. On the other hand simply adding more data cannot cure the data error E data made by using inexact data.
The estimate also indicates that the PDE and data term should be balanced appropriately: In order minimize the constant Γ in front of the PDE error term, δ should be sufficiently small, while it should be sufficiently large in order minimize the constant Γδ −1 in front of the data error term. Since the estimate (14) bounds both constants in terms of θ −1 the optimal choice of δ is (10) which leads to θ = 1. This motivates the following definition which allows to characterize the involved constants. It has to be understood in the sense that the data term and selected parameter are part of a sequence of problems. Definition 1. Problem (7) is called non-degenerate if the decomposition used in the data term is non-degenerate in the sense that η, M ∈ O(1). It is called well-balanced if δ is selected such that there is a θ ∈ (0, 1) according to (11) with θ −1 ∈ O(1).
The following corollary summarizes the result for a non-degenerate and well-balanced problem.
Corollary 1. Let u andũ be the solutions of (3) and (7), respectively. Furthermore assume that˜ −ã(u, ⋅) ∈ L 2 (Ω) and that the problem is non-degenerate and well-balanced. Then
Next we will discuss the PDE error term.
Remark 1.
Under assumptions on the smoothness of ∂Ω, u, andα − α it can be shown, that −ã(u, ⋅) ∈ L 2 (Ω) and furthermore that this term can be bounded with respect toα − α. To show this we first note that for all v ∈ V we have
To estimate the last term we note that for 
Now, assuming thatα − α ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω) and u ∈ H 2 (Ω) we get
Hence we have shown the PDE error bound
Remark 2. It can also be shown, that such a bound on a(u, ⋅) −ã(u, ⋅) L 2 (Ω) does in general not exist ifα − α is not sufficiently smooth-regardless of the smoothness of u. To see this
Finally, we will provide an error bound for the data error term E data in the special case of point-wise approximations
for points p i ∈ B i . To make sense of this expression, we need at least u ∈ C(Ω). However, to derive an error bound in terms of diam(B i ) we will also need to relate u(p i ) − u(x) to p i − x for points x ∈ B i , independently of p i . Hence we need to make additions assumptions on the regularity of u. Proposition 2. Assume u ∈ C 0,λ (Ω) for λ ∈ (0, 1], i.e. u is λ-Hölder continuous or Lipschitz continuous (for λ = 1) and that the data b(u, ⋅) is given by (4) with (16) . Then we can bound the data error term E data according to
Using this estimate and proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 1 we get
Now we summarize the results including the estimates for the PDE and data error terms.
Corollary 2. Let u andũ be the solutions of (3) and (7), respectively. Furthermore assume that
• the problem is non-degenerate and well-balanced,
• the data b(u, ⋅) is given by (4) and (16),
• the exact and inexact coefficients satisfyα − α ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω), • ∂Ω is smooth enough such that (15) holds true,
• the solution satisfies u ∈ H 2 (Ω) ∩ C 0,λ (Ω) for λ ∈ (0, 1].
Then
3.3. Pure data fitting. As a special case of the setting outlined above, one can consider the pure data fitting problem, where nothing is known about the partial differential equation satisfied by u. In this case, one could consider using only the data in terms of a least squares ansatzũ
or, equivalently,ũ
Due to the finite rank of b(⋅, ⋅) this problem is in general under determined and thus ill-posed. As a remedy, this can be considered in a finite dimensional subspace or submanifold V h of V only, which may lead to a well-posed problem. However, this comes at the price, that the behavior of the fitted solution is largely determined by V h . As a simple example consider V = H 1 ([0, 1] ) and V h = P m−1 . Then, for small sets B i , the problem essentially reduces to interpolation problem in P m−1 which may lead to uncontrollably large errors.
To overcome the ill-posedness in a controllable way, we introduce the regularized problem
Noting that this takes the form of (7) withα = 1 andf = 0 and exact data b(u, ⋅) = b(u, ⋅) we can utilize Theorem 1 to get an error estimate.
(Ω) and letũ be the solution of (7) with α = 1 andf = 0. Then
Proof. We only need to note that u ∈ H 2 (Ω) solves the PDE (3) with f = −∆u ∈ L 2 (Ω) and α = 1. Then Theorem 1 provides the error estimate with˜ −ã(u, ⋅) = 0 − a(u, ⋅) = −f = ∆u.
In the case of exact data b(u, ⋅) = b(u, ⋅) in (18) the estimate reduces to
. It can also be shown that the result is quasi-optimal in a certain sense. To illustrate this, we investigate the question of how well we can approximate u only from the given data ffl B i u, i = 1 . . . , m and the known regularity u ∈ H 1 0 (Ω). Unfortunately, there is an infinite dimensional affine subspace
All functions in this space provide a perfect fit to the data and cannot be distinguished in terms of the available information. Hence the best we can afford in view of the regularity u ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) is to compute a norm minimizing approximation in V b , i.e. u opt = argmin v∈V b ∇v 2 L 2 (Ω) . Using the orthogonality
and the fact that u opt − u b = 0 we obtain the identitỹ
withc(⋅, ⋅) as in Theorem 2. Now assuming the additional regularity u ∈ H 2 (Ω) and utilizing the coercivity from Lemma 6 we obtain
. Thus-if we chose the optimal weighting parameter δ −1 such that θ = 1-the error estimate forũ coincides with the one for u opt which is the energy minimizing one among all functions that fit the data. It should be noted that the only reason for the inequality '≤' in the estimate for u opt is the application of the coercivity estimate from Lemma 6 and the application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in L 2 (Ω). Hence we cannot expect to be able to derive a better estimate unless we sharpen the coercivity bound.
Generalized Galerkin discretization
4.1. Abstract a priori error estimate. Now we investigate the discretization of the PDEregularized problem (7) . To this end we consider an abstract generalized Galerkin discretizationũ
of the minimization formulation (5) of (7) in a subset V h ⊂ V . We call this problem a generalized Galerkin discretization since we do not require that V h is a closed subspace of V as in a classical Galerkin discretization. As a consequence, existence and uniqueness ofũ h is not guaranteed. However, if V h is a closed subspace, then (20) is equivalent to the variational equationũ
and uniqueness and existence is guaranteed by the Lax-Milgram theorem.
For several reasons we cannot directly apply the classical Céa-Lemma or Galerkin orthogonality to derive an error bound: The set V h is in general not a subspace, we want to bound the error in the L 2 (Ω)-norm, and the bilinear form incorporates data dependent weighting factors. Furthermore we are interested in directly bounding ũ h − u L 2 (Ω) and not just ũ h −ũ L 2 (Ω) for the auxiliary continuous solutionũ. As a remedy we will first use a nonlinear Céa-Lemma in terms of the weighted norm √ Γ ⋅ c and then go over to the ⋅ L 2 (Ω) norm using Lemma 6. The idea of using generalized versions of Céa's lemma for discretization in subsets goes back to [8, 13] where this was developed in a metric space setting. Since our setting is more special, we give a direct proof here. (20) andũ ∈ V the solution of (5). Then we have
Proof. First we note that, in view of (7), we have for
Theorem 3. Letũ h ∈ V h be a solution of (20) and u ∈ V the solution of (3). Furthermore assume that˜ −ã(u, ⋅) ∈ L 2 (Ω). Thenũ h satisfies the error bound
with the PDE-and data error terms E pde and E data as defined in Theorem 1.
Proof. Using Lemma 6, the triangle inequality, and the generalized Céa-Lemma 7 we get
Now using Theorem 1 we get the assertion.
While the first error term is the same as the one in the continuous case, we still need to take care for the best approximation error because it involves the weighted data dependent norm √ Γ ⋅ c . The main ingredient is the following bound on this norm.
Proof. As a direct consequence of the bounds in (12) and Lemma 1 we get
To interpret this estimate we again consider a non-degenerate, well-balanced problem. In this case the estimate in Lemma 8 takes the form
where R is bounded and even decreasing if the data points cover the domain better and better. We summarize the result in the following corollary.
Corollary 3. Letũ h ∈ V h be a solution of (20) and u ∈ V the solution of (3). Furthermore assume that˜ −ã(u, ⋅) ∈ L 2 (Ω) and that the problem is non-degenerate and well-balanced. Then
with the PDE and data error terms as in Theorem 1 and the approximation-error term
Inserting the bounds on the PDE and data error we finally get: (20) and u ∈ V the solution of (3). Furthermore assume that the assumptions of Corollary 2 hold true. Then
It is important to note that we neither require that V h is a subspace, nor that the solution to (20) is unique. Hence the error estimate is in principle applicable to nonlinear approximation schemes. However, it will in general be hard to compute a global minimizer in V h as required in (20) since practical optimization schemes often at most guarantee local optimality.
In case of inexact or local minimization we can at least bound the error in terms of the algebraic energy error. Letũ h an approximation ofũ h . Then using a straight forward modification of the proof of Lemma 7 we get
Thus, if we want to bound ũ h − u L 2 (Ω) instead of ũ h − u L 2 (Ω) we have to add the algebraic error term
to the right hand sides of the estimates in Theorem 3, Corollary 3, and Corollary 4.
4.2.
Finite element discretization. As an example for a linear Galerkin discretization we apply the abstract error bound to a finite element ansatz. To this end let V h ⊂ V be a conforming Lagrange finite element space of order k (piecewise polynomials in P k for simplex elements or piecewise tensor-polynomials in Q k for cubic elements) on a triangulation with mesh size h. Then we can apply the classical finite element interpolation error estimate which, in the present special case, provides:
with a constant C depending only on the shape regularity of the triangulation. Here ⋅ H k+1 (Ω) denotes the H k+1 (Ω)-semi-norm containing only derivatives of order k + 1.
For a proof we refer to [3, Theorem 3.2.1 and Remark 3.2.2]. Inserting the interpolation error estimate in the abstract error bound we get the following total error bound.
Corollary 5. Letũ h ∈ V h be a solution of (20) and u ∈ V the solution of (3). Furthermore assume that the assumptions of Corollary 2 and u ∈ H k+1 (Ω) hold true. Then
4.3.
A heuristic strategy for parameter selection. To guarantee non-degenerate and well-balanced problem in the sense of Definition 1 the size of the averaging sets B i and the parameter δ should be carefully selected such that the quotient K i B i is bounded and such that δ scales like R 2 M . In applications, where data points p 1 , . . . , p m ∈ Ω are given we can in general not assume that one is able to compute a decomposition into sets K i and their maximal diameter R exactly. While this is in principle possible using a Voronoi decomposition, computing the latter is in general much to costly. Hence we propose a heuristic strategy to determine the sets B i and estimates for R and δ under the assumption of uniformly distributed data points p i .
To this end we make the assumption that Ω fits into a cube [0, D] d . Then we can expected that the points are in average uniformly spaced. For an ideal uniformly spaced distribution of m points in [0, D] d we can place m non-overlapping cubesK i with edge lengthL = Dm −1 d on a uniform lattice into Ω = [0, D] d . The diameter of these boxes iŝ
which we will use as estimate for R. In order to fix K i B i = Q for a parameter Q > 1, we will use cubes B i centered at p i with edge lengthl
Since we cannot control M explicitly, we assume M ∈ O(1) and select
Numerical experiments

5.1.
A smooth test problem. Finally we illustrate the theoretical findings using numerical experiments for test problems. To this end we consider an example problem from [4] given by
of the Laplacian and σ = π 2 this equation is satisfied with f (x) = (π 2 + σ)u(x) = 2π 2 u(x). We do not want to hide, that this example was selected, because -in contrast to Dirichlet boundary conditionsnatural boundary conditions ∂u ∂n = 0 do not require any approximation for neural network discretizations which was not covered in the error analysis.
As inexact auxiliary PDE we will use the same differential operator −∆ + σ but a scaled right hand sidef = (1 − ε)f . Then we can explicitly compute the PDE error term
In all experiments we generate data by creating m uniformly distributed random points p 1 , . . . , p m and use cubes B i with edge lengthl centered at the points p i . The points are sampled in [l 2, 1 −l 2] d such that B i ⊂ Ω is guaranteed. The edge lengthl and the penalty parameter δ are selected according to the heuristic strategy proposed in Subsection 4.3 for different values of Q. Notice that the heuristic strategy does not guarantee a non-degenerate and well-balanced problem in the sense of Definition 1. Nevertheless, the method is still covered by the theory presented above, but the constants may blow up if the strategy fails, leading to different error rates.
5.2.
Finite element discretization. In this section we discretize the problem with conforming finite elements for d = 1, 2, 3. Since we are not interested in illustrating well known finite element error bounds, we use a fixed finite element grid with uniformly spaced interval/rectangular/hexahedral elements and tensorial Q k Lagrange finite elements of order k throughout the experiments. For d = 1 we used 64 elements and order k = 4, for d = 2 we used 4069 = 64 × 64 elements and order k = 4, and for d = 3 we used 4069 = 16 × 16 × 16 elements and order k = 2. In any case the discretization error can be neglected compared to the PDE and data error terms reported in the following. All reported L 2 (Ω)-errors are computed using a quadrature rule of order k 2 on the grid elements.
For the first experiment we fixf = 0.5f and compute the solution for increasing number of data points m. The computations are done using exact data, i.e., b i = ffl B i u and inexact data in the form of point values b i = f (p i ). Figure 1 depicts the error over m for dimensions d = 1, 2, 3 and parameters Q = 4, 2 in the heuristic strategy. Left and right picture show exact and inexact data, respectively. We observe that the error decays like O(m −2 d ) = O(R 2 ) as expected from the theoretical error bounds for exact data and uniformly distributed data points. We also find that the error increases by a constant if we increase Q = K i B i which is again in accordance with the error estimate where this enters in the constant factor η. For inexact data, the situation is very similar. We observe the order O(m −2 d ) = O(R 2 ) but for very small errors obtained for d = 1 eventually the case Q = 4 becomes better compared to Q = 2. This can be explained by the fact that, while increasing Q increases the constant in the PDE error term, it also decreases r and thus the data error term. Hence, if the data error comes in the range of the PDE error, we expect that larger Q reduces the total error.
In the second experiment we fix m = 512 data points and compute the solution for inexact right hand sidesf = (1 − ε)f with varying ε and exact data b i = ffl B i u as well as inexact data b i = f (p i ). Figure 2 depicts the error over the PDE error ε = E pde f L 2 (Ω) for dimensions d = 1, 2, 3 and parameters Q = 4, 2 in the heuristic strategy. Left and right picture show exact and inexact data, respectively. Here we observe that the error scales like O(ε) = O(E pde ) for a wide range of ε. This is expected from the theoretical error bound. Again, we observe that for small total error Q = 4 is better compared to Q = 2 where the error finally saturates for d = 2, 3. The latter indicates that the data error starts to dominate in this regime such that we no longer benefit from improving the PDE error.
5.3.
Neural network discretization. Finally we consider the discretization of the test problem with neural networks. To this end we minimize the loss functionalJ defined in (6) over a set V h of neural networks with a fixed architecture. In this case integrals are no longer evaluated exactly, but approximated using stochastic integration as proposed in [4] . More precisely, we approximate the local averages ffl B i v appearing in the functional by averaging v over 10d uniformly distributed sampling points in B i . Since all sets B i are the same up to translation, we also translated the sampling points. The integration over Ω was approximated using 100d uniformly distributed sampling points in Ω that are newly sampled in each step of the iterative algebraic solution method. Since we use natural boundary conditions, we only need to approximate the space H 1 (Ω) without any hard boundary constraints. Hence no approximation of boundary conditions was needed.
The network architecture is as follows: A first layer inflates the input size to 16. This is followed by 3 blocks, each consisting of two densely connected layers with a residual connection. A final affine layer reduces the size from 16 to 1. In total the network takes the form 16 is a linear map padding its input by 16 − d zeros, F out ∶ R 16 → R is an affine map, and each block F i ∶ R 16 → R 16 has the form F i (x) = ψ(W i,2 ψ(W i,1 x − θ i,1 ) − θ i,2 ) + x for dense weight matrices W i,j ∈ R 16×16 and bias vectors θ i,j ∈ R 16 . In all layers we used the activation function ψ(x) = max{x 3 , 0}. All parameters involved in F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , F out are determined in the training procedure.
The networks are trained using the Adam method [15] which is a variant of stochastic gradient descent. Training was stopped if the L 2 (Ω) error ũ h − u L 2 (Ω) did not decrease any more. While this is in general impractical due to the unknown solution u, we used this here to avoid effects of more heuristic stopping criteria.
Again we fixf = 0.5f and compute the solution for increasing number of data points m. The computations are done using exact data, i.e., b i = ffl B i u and inexact data in the form of point values b i = f (p i ). Figure 3 depicts the error over m for dimensions d = 1, 2, 3 and parameters Q = 4, 2 in the heuristic strategy. Left and right picture show exact and inexact data, respectively. For d = 2 and d = 3 we again observe that the error decays like O(m −2 d ) = O(R 2 ). For d = 1 the situation is less clear. While we roughly observe the order O(m −2 d ) = O(R 2 ) again, there are some exceptions. Most importantly the error increases after adding more data in one case.
